Welcome
on our new website!

www.bvb.ro

We thought of you…
a company interested in getting listed
an already listed company
an existing investor
a potential investor
a market professional
an intermediary
a data vendor
a journalist
a lawyer

When creating…
Rich trading and statistics contents
New user friendly content about the stock exchange products and services
Numerous new website functionalities

www.bvb.ro
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New website areas
Easier navigation, better accessibility
More information for entrepreneurs and investors
A new approach to search for a price
New profiles for financial instruments
Connect and Share
Facilities for registered users
Improved technology
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1. New website areas
Our new website introduces several areas
which are geared to different target groups.
The area “For Companies” offers the necessary information about getting listed,
including the listing steps, fees and requirements.
The segment “Financial Instruments” provides information about all financial instruments
traded at the Bucharest Stock Exchange, market information and other relevant reports.
The “Intermediaries” section offers new searching facilities among intermediaries, while those
companies interested in becoming BVB members are also provided with the necessary knowledgebase.
Investors in BVB shares are invited to visit a reshaped “Investor Relations” section, and the “Media Center”
provides journalists with information and services they need, for instance a photo.
Therefore, if you are…
A company looking for financing
An already listed company
An investor
A BVB shareholder
An entity looking to become a BVB member
A data vendor
A journalist
or interested in…
a price of a financial instrument
how the markets performed today
our market indices
the calendar of events announced by listed companies
our corporate culture and how BVB is structured
applicable European and national laws and regulations
a click on each of the links above will lead you through the information you are looking for.
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2. Easier navigation,
better accessibility
The various areas of our website are accessed from the mega menu at the top of the page, which offers
an in-depth view of the structure of each area of the menu. In addition, a navigation menu is located
in the left-hand margin of each page.
Cross references are available throughout the website, thus guiding the users towards other relevant pages
or subject-related information contained on the website. A right-hand quick navigation column is available in
most individual pages, containing cross links to other pages or related websites, links to downloadable content
(guides, educational materials, publications and others) and relevant contact information.

3. More information
for entrepreneurs and investors
As detailed above, new content has been included, addressed to various audiences. The website thus provides
a clear overview of types of financial instruments available, of the listing process, applicable taxes and fees,
procedures for an entity to become a participant, and so on.
FAQs on specific areas of interest were also developed, as follows:
FAQ for listing on the Regulated Market
FAQ for listing on ATS
FAQ for investors or potential investors
Having in mind the information needs of our stakeholders, existing guides were updated, while other new
reference materials have been prepare. All of these are available on the [Publications] page, and links to the
most relevant documents are also provided throughout the website.
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4. A new approach
to search for a price
We have introduced a series of facilities aimed at increasing the usability of the website,
so visitors will have quick and easy access to information.
The website features an improved company/financial instrument search function, available at any time at the
top of the page. Searching for a price of a financial instrument becomes easier and can be done by name, with
an auto-complete functionality, symbol or ISIN code. An [Advanced Search] utility is also available, where
users have two options: to filter results by alphabet letter, type of financial instrument or main business,
or to use keywords to search in the table, in which case the results will change in an interactive manner.
For each type of financial instrument, users can go more in-depth with their search. By accessing a specific
market from the [Financial Instruments] menu, the search can be further refined and the user gets up-to-date
price information for the security of interest. In addition, by hovering the mouse pointer over the symbol of a
financial instrument a tooltip appears and current pricing information is displayed, including the day’s price
change, best bid/best ask figures and high/low of the day.
Search features are available in most tables including extensive information, for easier and faster access
to data of interest. For instance, such tables can be accessed at [Info Dividend], [Financial Calendar]
or the newly-added [Financial Results].
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5. New profiles
for financial instruments
The new website comes also with improved profiles for shares, bonds, fund units and certificates,
with a better organized content and information.
One of the top additions is the improved and more interactive charting tool, available in the Chart tab, where the
price for the selected issuer can be compared with other series of data, either series of prices for other issuers
of choice or market indices. Up to 4 additional series of data can be added and compared. What is more, events
reported by the issuer can also be added to the chart, for more insight into the underlying factors for price
performance.
While a summary page provides an overview of the most relevant data at a glance, in depth and historical
information is provided, giving also the issuers the possibility to present themselves in About Company insert.
Search tools were introduced within all tabs containing tables, and contact information
for the issuers’ Investor Relations team and other information was also added.

6. Connect and Share
Users are able to follow the most recent news, events and developments by using LinkedIn
and Facebook BVB page or sharing each page through their social network accounts.
The Emailing Option, available at the bottom of individual pages, enables users to recommend a page to friends
and colleagues via e-mail. By clicking send the recommendation will be forwarded to them.
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7. Facilities for registered users
Visitors of the new bvb.ro website are also invited to create an account,
by accessing the [Registration page] and following the steps as indicated.
Registration is the gateway to a variety of tools and facilities, such as:
access to real-time data and market depth via [Exchange Live]
support for the management of investments with the [Portfolio evaluation] tool
personalized price [Alerts] sent via email
custom-made views of the market using the [Watchlist] feature
The detailed steps to set up and use each of these tools are provided in the [User section], after signing in.

8. Improved technology
Our new website has been developed using the latest technologies (html5, jQuery, bootstrap) optimized for
desktop and tablet display. The most relevant and up-to-date stock exchange information is also available in
our apps for iOS and Android, available for free download in Apple Store and Google Play.
For smartphones, please access:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ro.bvb
https://itunes.apple.com/ro/app/bursa-valori-bucuresti-bucharest/id828463082?mt=8
For tablets, please access:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ro.bvb.tab
https://itunes.apple.com/ro/app/bursa-valori-bucuresti-pentru/id909219660?mt=8
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